
The Benefit of Truth 
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A REAL-LIFE CASE STUDY ON MOVING FRESH CITRUS WITH NO VISIBILITY



Today, global fresh produce supply chains are extremely
complex. This results in a disconnected visibility of the
supply chain where companies are unable to track
products as they move across borders. The lack of full
visibility creates what is known as the “Messy Middle” –
where miscommunications, misinformation and trade
disputes thrive due to the lack of data and information
flows.

The Messy Middle
In Fresh Produce



Challenges of Resolving 
Trade Disputes

With the lack of visibility in this “Messy Middle”,
buyers and suppliers of fresh produce often have to
rely on the benefit of the doubt in each trade
transaction when something goes wrong.



The Messy Middle Nightmare begins…. 

Your oranges 
have snowballs

- Customer, a Fresh Produce Importer



• First time order between Thai Fresh Produce Importer & US Citrus Supplier

• 10-day delay in shipment arrival date

• Mould and snowball on oranges in almost all cartons

• Boxes damaged from condensation

• Photos of a few cartons were taken at receiver warehouse 

and sent on Whatsapp Group

Relying on The
Benefit of The Doubt

Without full product visibility, trade disputes over quality are usually raised
over social messaging apps or emails. Buyers and suppliers have to give
each other the benefit of the doubt when trying to resolve trade disputes.
This makes it more difficult to create trust and long-term partnerships,
especially with new buyers or suppliers.



Unable to see 
physical 

condition of 
product until 

arrival

Unable to 
show full 
extent of 
damages

Unable to 
prove when 
goods were 

received

Often, buyers and importers receive goods that do not fulfil order
specifications, or products that have some form of quality issues. Moreover,
the defects are only known only when the fruit or produce have arrived due
to a lack of product visibility. This makes trade dispute resolution
challenging as:

No Data, No Visibility



A heavy cost for buyers when things go wrong

A container of fresh 
produce can value 
between US$50,000
to US$100,000 



Data Creates 
The Benefit 
of Truth

Created by Trade, for Trade

DiMuto brings visibility to agri-food trade



Easily track & trace every single carton and every
single produce as it moves through the supply chain

DiMuto 4T 
Suite Solutions



Unique QR Codes placed on individual 
product and carton to assign each one
a digital identity and digitalize produce

DIMUTO QR CODE

Single trade platform tracking & tracing
physical produce and documents for
each trade on the blockchain

DIMUTO PLATFORM

Digital asset creation devices
assigning digitalized produce to
each trade on DiMuto Platform

DIGITAL ASSET CREATION
Receiver application to acknowledge
receipts of goods & provide feedback on
the DiMuto blockchain

DIMUTO RECEIVER APP



Trade Digitalized by DiMuto
DiMuto digitalizes a global trade – from farm to consumer

Once harvested, Fruits are digitized 
with DiMuto’s system

Every carton in the trade is digitally 
captured onto the DiMuto Platform

Each carton is received, and 
feedback is given by buyer and 

consumer

FARM PACKHOUSE DISTRIBUTORS RETAILER CONSUMERLOGISTICS



DiMuto Gives The 
Benefit of Truth

A revolutionary way to resolve disputes 
and build trust with visibility and data

Every single carton with quality issues is tracked
along with visual evidence showing the poor
physical condition of the fruit

Timestamp when buyers open the container and
when they acknowledge receipt is recorded on
the DiMuto Platform

DiMuto Receiver App allows buyers to record
issues easily and provide proof of quality issues
on one single platform

Easily record Trade & Shipping Information on 
DiMuto Platform, including any delays

Each carton is given a digital 
identity with DiMuto QR

Receive goods on DiMuto 
Receiver App

Visibility of every carton received, providing both buyer 
and supplier with the truth



Bringing Visibility to The Trade
One single truth with digitalization & data

Able to capture all the documents and 
information required for each trade on 

a single platform

Able to capture every single carton 
with quality issue on buyer’s side



Get Our 
Solutions
Demo

contact_us@dimuto.io


